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UK-based boutique jeweller Arabel Lebrusan has launched her Hera Collection of women’s engagement rings

in her new showroom (https://www.arabellebrusan.com/pages/contact-us) in Brighton this month. The

Collection has been thoughtfully designed to celebrate the goddess within, and individual pieces are

named after well-loved goddesses in Greek mythology, including Hera, Demeter and Hestia.





The Hera Collection (https://www.arabellebrusan.com/collections/hera-collection) is a selection of

ethical engagement rings in designs including bezel-set solitaire and trilogy arrangements of traceable

Canadian diamonds and Malawi sapphires and rubies. The rings are crafted from ethical 18 carat gold or

recycled platinum.





Designer Arabel says: “An engagement is such a special time in two people’s lives, and the Hera

Collection of engagement rings is a reflection and celebration of women as goddesses. In designing these

unique pieces, I found inspiration in the goddesses of Greek mythology, but also the goddess in each of

us.  Fine jewellery has the ability to make us feel empowered, and this is exactly what the Hera

engagement rings are designed to do.





“The shoulders of each ring bear beautiful scrolls, exquisitely hand-engraved by artisans in the heart

of London’s famed jewellery district, Hatton Garden. I am so proud to have worked with these fine

jewellers on this very special Collection.” 





The Collection’s pieces are crafted from Fairtrade and Fair-mined ecological gold and platinum as well

as traceable gemstones. The Hera Collection is now available for viewing by appointment in the UK.





Each Arabel Lebrusan piece is delivered in a 100% recyclable jewellery box, featuring a cushioned velvet

lining. UK and international customers are invited to view the captivating Hera collection by appointment

(https://www.arabellebrusan.com/apps/book-an-appointment/appointments/new), or online at

www.arabellebrusan.com (https://www.arabellebrusan.com)





For more information or images:



E: arabel@arabelbrusan.com 

T: 0794 694 2350



Social Media:

@arabellebrusan
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About Arabel Lebrusan:



Arabel Lebrusan holds a Masters in Jewellery Design from University of the Arts (UAL), London, Central St

Martins and went on to become Creative Director at Leblas Jewellery, leaving two years later to develop

her own unique designs. Arabel commissions only the best craftsman in the UK and her native Spain and

works solely with precious metals and gemstones that have been sustainably and ethically sourced.
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